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SURVEY ON PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY IN THE
WORLD COTTON TEXTILES INDUSTRY

Note by the Secretariat

1. The Cotton Textiles Committee agreed at its meeting in December 1963 that material
should be collected to enable the Committee to follow structural changes and adjust-
ments and to discuss prospects for a further expansion of international trade in cotton
textiles. This material should include, inter alia, estimates of future trends in
consumption, production, productive capacity etc. It was further agreed that the
secretariat, in collecting such material, should use all available sources and take
full advantage of the work being Ludertaken by other organizations.

2. The attached survey, giving certain information on production and
productive capacity, represents information which could be included in a
broader, more comprehensive study on future trends in consumption, production,
productive capacity, etc. The survey has been conducted through the generous co-
operation of the International Federation of Cotton and Allied Textile Industries
(IFCATI).

3. The data presented are designed to trace the changes which have taken place in
the capacity and production in the cotton spinning and weaving industry during the
last decade and offer also some indications of future developments. The survey is
essentially a statistical one and is based mainly on enquiries made by IFCATI to
industry associations in the different countries.

4. Not all the countries surveyed were in a position to submit equally complete data;
moreover, much of the data supplied is of a provisional nature. For some countries no
information at all was currentl~, available but might become obtainable in the near
future. The information contained in this report must, therefore, be considered as
incomplete and preliminary.

5. Some of the main features evident from the statistical tables are described in
Part I (attached), while the tables themselves, with notes and explanations, arc
included in Part II (COT/W/29/Add.1). IFCATI has made available a certain number of
copies of the basic material received from the submitting associations, which can be
distributed (as Part III), to delegations having a particular interest in this
material .1

6. As is stated above, the information contained in this survey only represents a
part of the material which the secretariat hopes to provide for the Coommittee. It
would like to discuss with the Committee at technical legvl the best way to proceed
and, in particular, the steps which can be taken to makc available the additional
information needed by th1 Committee.

Available in English only.
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SURVEY ON PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY IN WORLD COTTON TEXTILES INDUSTRY

PART I: MAIN FEATURES

1. The term productive capacity, as used in this survey, is defined as the
machinery in place and the hours during which it is worked. These factors
together set the mechanical limits to output.

2. The machinery surveyed covers what is generally termed as the cotton industry,
although to some extent it also uses artificial and synthetic fibres.1

5. Utilization of machinery is calculated throughout this report on the basis
of the number of hours and shifts worked per day. As will generally be recognized,
a shift is the period of time during a day when one group of people work unchanged.
The survey has taken into account modern working conditions and variations between
countries and has defined a single shift as 2,100 hours per year, two shifts as
4,160 hours per year and three shifts as 6,200 hours. This scale takes into
account the usual differences in length of the three shifts. The concept of maximum
machine utilization has been introduced so that all industries may be compared against
a maximum utilization of 7,488 hours.2

4. The survey shows varying patterns in the world cotton textiles industry.
Some countries, for example, have a well organized industry with a high degree of
machinery utilization. The majority of national cotton textile industries,
however, may be classified in a second group, in which - although they are still
viable - there is a need for improvement of machine productivity by all possible
means. A third group of countries has a rate of productivity which is even lower.

5. A detailed study of cach of tho tables contained in Part II will emphasize
these three groupings.)

6. the first trend which is thrown into sharp relief by this data is the
separation into contracting and expanding cotton industries. The process of
contraction by scrapping is dominant in Western Europe ,Canada, the United States
and Poland, whilst the Japanese~have mothballed much (of 'h ..I machinery instead.
In South America, too, in some instances, the reduction of spindles in place is
apparent. Noticeable from Table A is the correlation between machinery reduction
and the increase in spindle utilization. Disregarding the effects of good or
bad years, the trend for most countries which have reduced capacity is towards

1See Part II, Goncral Note, paragraph 4, page 2/53.

2See Part II, General Notes, Tablc A, pagQ 4.

The following summary of findings with reference to the various tables is
not intended to be exhaustive and should be read in conjunction with the tables
themselves.

4The Urnited Kinrgdom is oluhts2,andiirig f or the huove contraction which has occurred
since 19359.
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better utilization. The exceptions are Spain and Japan where the proportion of
idle but installed capacity is above average. Other countries have tended to
increase their installed spinning machincry. Particularly striking examples of
this expansion are perhaps Hong Kong, Pakistan, the Philippines and South Africa.
These growing textile industries are also, in many cases, succeeding in raising
their machinery utilization even as they raise the number of spindles installed,
e.g., the United Arab Republic and South Afriea. Some, however, have failed to
Increase machine utilization and it has stagnated or fallen as additions to
machinery are made. Hong Kong is outstanding in that it exceeds even this
survey's "maximum" utilization both in spinning and weaving.

Table B - Weaving: Machinery changes and utilization

7. The same division, as in spirning, intc old-established contract.ing cotton
weaving sectors and newly established expanding cotton waving industries is
clear. In South Amcrica the trcnd towards contraction in the weaving sector
is more marked than in the spinning sector despite expansionist influcenccs in
ccrtain of the smaller na.tions. This tabec indicates that some countries such
as Hong Kong, Pakistan, Colombia and Nigeria are ablc at present to equal and
sometimes surpass the utilization of looms in the Unitewd Statcs as is tthe case
in the utilization of spindles. Only Canada, among those coumtrics with a
weaving sector which has contracted signl.ficantly since 1939, can nearly compare
with the United Statcs.

Table C - Change in the proportion of automatic and semi-automatic looms in place

8. While Table B drawls nttentionr to the. contraction and relatively low machinery
utilization of many of thetraditional cctntrcs of cotton manufacture, Tablc C
highlights another facter ofan up-to-date. industry: the modernity of the weaving
equipment installed. WJith the prov.iso that-in sorie cascs the automatic loom
is not the best possible for the tyre of production envisaged, generally speaking
the proportion of automatic looms installed is -,n indication of the dcgree of
modernization.

9. In contrast to their contra:ction ancl thuir still gtncrally low ratc of machine
utilization, the traditional manufacturing r-ntres have donc mu1ch in the fic-ld of
modernization. The United States with 100 pcr cent automatic loiims, is shown tc
have the most modern industry, but Austria, Denm.avk, Finlandc, Germany, Italy,. Norway,
Sweden and Switzrrland hlave all mnadeFirat strides in the introduction of
.-.utomatic machinery. Other Wcstcrn Europcan countries arc replacing 'utmodod
equipment at an increasing rate. Eastern European co!untris. too.. ar( sirdilarly
placed though Hungary and Pcoland appear to bc l'_1-ing. Certain less-d-celopec
countries have a vcry modern industry such as Hong Kong, Pakistan. Colombia.
Israel, Nigeria. Paraguay. the Philippines and' South Afric-, whilst some hleave
not been able to modrniize and expand at the samc tim'e. Japan sh-uld not bc
judged against the small percentage of autcniatic lcoms in place recorded sincc
Japanese data record. all looms bclonging to indupendcnt weavers as ordinary
whercas many may not be. In,'pcendent w;;vers morrcovzr account fr the majority
of looms installed. Over the last dcaado some countries haveand
great efforts in modcrnization, eSpecial>v the Nctherlands. A ustria, .)cnmark,
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Finland, Colombia, Iran, Mexico, South Africa, Turkey, the USSR ad Venezuela.
It should be noted that a small percentage change in automatic looms installed
in highly industrialized countries may siguify a considerable change in the
absolute number of these looms.

Table D - Yarn p ioner sndlein lace and average count

10. Taking into account the average fineness of yarn produced by national cotton
spinning sectors as shown by the columns dealing with average count, this table
gives some comparative idea of the productivity per year of the various national
spinning sectors. Output is further dependent upon the character and utilization
of the machinery and the quality of the labour available. With the exception of
Denmark and Norway, no Western European country comes near to the United States
output per spindle. Certain South and Central American countries such as
Bolivia, Paraguay and El Salvador equal the United States level of production
but each has a low average count yarn output. Eastern Europe contains high
productivity countries,; Hungary and the USSR with an average count measure
indicateng quite fine yarn. Africa, Asia and the Middle East have high spindle
productivity in some countries such as the Congo (Lcopoldville), Nigeria,
Republic of China, Turkey, Thailand and the United Arab Republic. The efforts
to increase productivity throughout the world cotton spinning sector are clearly
shown but progress in this field has in same cases been limited. This is
particularly true in a number of newly established textile industries where in
contrast with the machinery in place, productivity seems to have stagnated or
even declined, thereby possibly indicating a less than optimum-use of resources.
In a few cases the production of slightly finer quality yarn as an average may
be some explanation of the reduction in productivity.

Table E - Cloth production per loom inplace

11. In view of the lack of any univcrsally applicable measurement of average
cloth production quality the data in Table E should be interpreted with caution.
TNefnethelessit underlines the trends emphasized in Table D, especially the
general increase in productivity in the traditional centres of cotton textile
manufactures. By and large, textile industries established in the less-developed
countries have been able to achieve only small increases in productivity due,
perhaps in some cases, to an already high level of output per loom (i.e. Hong Kong,
South Africa, Bolivia). Thus the trend in production per loom appears not to
match the trend of machinery in place. A number of countries rival or surpass
the United States level of productivity and the list is surprising (i.e. the Congo,
Nigeria, Paraguay, South Africa, Turkey, Venezuela and Hong Kong) in that all
the countries concerned arc newly established textile producers. The explanation
would seem to be that the average cloth produced is of a rather coarse quality with
relatively little work per-ton produced. Hong Kong and South Africa are
exceptions but in their case the high productivity is probably the result of a
high degree of utilization perhaps made possible by their surplus of labour.

Althougia no average count for the United States is available it can be
assumed that it is at a comparable level with that in the majority of the highly
industrialized countries.
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Table F - Yarn production, domestic sales, consumption and exports

12. Despite the fragmented information which was all some countries were able to
supply and the lack of comparable data on imports, this table and. Tablc G givu a
valuable guide to the pattern of yarn and cloth trade and supply within the world's
cotton textile pr-oducing countries. A comparison of national yarn output of
1953 with 1963 shows that merely a handful of countries - Denmark, Sweden and the
United Kingdom - have experienced at decrease in the volume of yarn produced. In
these. fewCases only, theten years of populratio'n per capitatextile consumpti
growth have not been sufficient to counterblalance the loss of a larg_ part of
their former domestic and export markets. In the shoirter term, however, as
the competition from new exporting nations has incrcas;d, a dicecrease in the volume
of yarn produced has becn experienced by the majority of weTst:rn textile industries.
This reduction is evident in every Western European country from 1960 until 1963
except for Greece, Italy, Portug-al, Spain, Switzcrland and Dcnmark, whilst Japan,
too: experienced a similar decline. All other countries covered increased their
yarn production ovcr this period. It is noticeab'.e that Greece and Portugal, f>-
instancst, incrcas':d thi1r-. r;rdxictL r-2,to a -,;-tr ianXcp:rt p'fcmane-
resilting f2?em th'ir positacin asr...- l:lv low c tn- .auc.st within Llurope, whilo
Switzerland has bcen able to increase by virtue of her speciality in finer yarns.
The following estimated percentage chances fully illustrate how yarn output has
increased with increasing, productivit-Sy whilst the machinery in place has fallen.

?er ccnt

Fall in spindles in place
1953-1963: 6

Rise in production of yarn
1953-1963: 36

13. Domestic sales to all yarn consumers including thosc to further processing
sectors of intCgrated :c. _"n; hzave risen in all but a mere handful of countries
during the last decaelc (i.e. Nor)rway, Sweden, the United Kingdom), but over tho:-
last four ycars domestic sales have fallen in Japan and all. Western European
countries except Spain, Grccc, Italy and Swit.zrla-nd. -.intarv to thi.,
trend has been a reduction of we.>aving mill consumption of yarn over thlC last
four years in most W-estern European cotintries and also in Ceylon, Australia,
Czechoslovakia and Japan. Over the last d c.rh, however, only the United Statecs,
Swoden and the Unitcd Kinr-dom show a not fall in mill consumption of yarn. It is
noticeable that mill consumption has faLon less steeply in all these countries
t1 rj domestic sales, which may in part be due to the increasing rilce played b:.
imported yarns and .also by the incr..asinG use of non-spun yarns (filaments) in the
domestic weaving mills. The United Kingdom dI:ome.stic sale s for instance fell by
19 per cent betwcn 1960 ani 196;3 whilst mill consumption fell by 15 per cent.
Tn i~: :n4ria d~cl-,.S -tic raltrf *1 _m t7hn or- c A: w: i.s- '? 1 e as-i'unipti :
actually rosc by 1.3 per cent. Furthermore, French domestic sales fell by

almost 5 per cent during this period whilst. mill consumption fel]. only br, 1.4 per ccnt'
German domestic sales fell by 12 npr cent whilst mill consumption fell by less
than 10 per cent.

No information was provided for Dcnmark .ald Fortu-,al.
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14. The data on exportss orfirThe familia pattern of recent years with
striking increases in the exported volume of yarn from the less-developed
countries. It is interesting to note that only the United Kingdom and Italy
have experienced a decline in exports throughout the period 1953-1963 whilst
all the remaining Western European nations covered have managed to insrase
exports to some extent. Japan and the USSR have also managed to do the same
although the USSR has continued to increase her exports since 1960 whilst Japan
has not. France, Germany, Denmark, Finland and the Netherlands have also
increased exports of yarn since 1960 with Austria, Belgium, Norway, Spain and
Switzerland losing markets. Braziles small export business is also declining
and the data for Pakistan show a decline from 1960 at whichtime, however, yarn
exports were at an abnormally high level due to exceptionally large sales to
Hong Kong.

Table G - Cloth production, and experts

15. Only a few countries experienced a decrease in their cloth production
during the decade 1953-63. Those few include Denmark, Norway, Sweden, the
United Kingdom and the United States, the countries which, by and large, have
done the most to absorb the great increase in exports from the less-developed
countries. Loss of domestic or export markets in Finland, France, Germany and
the Netherlands has resulted in a reduction in cloth output in these countries.
This tendency is even more marked for Japan as her export markets diminished in
Asia and Africa. Ceylon and Mexico suffered a slight decline. As with yarn,
it is interesting to compare the changes in installed machinery with developments
in production of cloth on a world basis:

Per cent

Fall in looms in place
g953-196-1l

Rise in production of cloth
1953-63 19

Such an increase in output has not even k pt pace whth world population which
rose by about 25 per cent during the same period.

16. The movement of domestic sales; by weaving mills has largely followed the
pattern of production. Nearly all the new cloth producing countries expanded
their domestic sales in step with -their e::pnnsion of cloth output. Paraguay,
however, shows an insignificant fall whilst Indian domestic sales also fell
between 1960 and 196'. Domestic sales decreased in those traditional manufacturing
centres which also had a declining output, whilst Czechoslovakian domestic sales
decreased despite the nation's increase in output.
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17. Such information as is available for the export of cloth shows a widely
varied picture. Among those countries which have managed to increase their
exports over the last decade are the United Arab Republic, Australia, Portugal,
Spain, Japan, Ireland and Mexico, whilst the majority of these together with
Colombia, Greece, Italy, India, South Korea, Pakistan, Israel avid the Republic
of China have increased their cloth exports since 1960. More surprisingly,
however, Austria, Belgium, Finland, thc Netherlands and Nonray hzavc all expanded
their exports over the last d-cade too and indeed Austria, Finland, Nornsay and
Sweden have continued to do so since 1960. However, France, Germany, Switzerland
and the United Kingdom have suffered declining exports over the last decade and
even both Italian and Indian cloth exports were lower in 1963 than in 195,n although
brth of these latter contries have increased exports markedlysinnce 1960. Braz-.l,
Denmark, the Nethcrlands, Spain, Japan and El Salivador show; redauced cloth exports
since 1960.

Table H - Forecasts: Spinning

18. Almost all those countries which attnmptcd any kind of forecast were generally
aware of an increasing markLt for, yarn, althou.,h ce-rtain Wtelstern Europea countries
foresaw only modest incruascs in thnir ma^-trkets until 197C. Indeed, a slowing
down of thc ratted of :narkct exrcansicnin the very highlly industrialized countries
is expected. An awarene-ss of th- need for increased product.ivity is general and
all those countries which wore,' abli to reply to thc quecstionnair.e forecast somec
improvement in this direction, although. improvement varitc.,d frcm -3 per cent by 1967
and 8 per cent in 1970 to 25 per cen.t in 1967 and .-s much as 40 per' cent in 1970.
Many countries intitrnd to incre-ase th. :t. of shift w--:orking, particularly in the
highly developed ureas,but in many cases imurcvm nin sphtrI was hamptered
by the trend towards shnorter working, hours .aind rtrictive labc.u legislation aria
practices. In the developing coultries mar,;. sncining sectors ;already ork mo._
than the threc shift standa.,d ofo,hors yeP,yt r and te-!o that do net do so
haveC plans to Ce'vio, .:. : workinr to thieh sh.ift. I' ol ed b'zyond. by 1970.
Concrete plans for spinning iLnvs'ment show the pozSCibiiit.-: f a net addition-. of
at least four million spindlis b tw,.(e:n 196 a-nd 1970, quite- apart from tnc moderni-
zation of a vast number tctrlling -bout 3 1/! millionn by ct }.me period, ,Pnd
envisagc :.: growth in ave iLblu markets. Tre-diticn-, 1 manufact--urers of
yarn found greet difficulty in quoting r.ny figur s for inuetmenturtil 1°c;7 in
view of the present changes In intu-rnational tradc. in nerol, tcecther with the
structural developments currcnl. in the world cotton induLS try. The .majority of these
countries hoaweFvr foresaw th. n.:xt fw 'LTrc in te-rml of modrnizaticn, repla-cmcnt
and scrapping rather than extensions to spindls in place-. in.; contrast, developing
countries gecnere-:lly plain awalth- of nc. inStallotionS r!n3 envise considLrable
growth in available markct;sc.
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Table I - Forecasts: Weaving

19. With definite projected net extensions totalling about 82,000 looms and
modernization and replaccm-rnt plans envisaged for a further 2 ,000 looms, the
oictu e of future trends in the weaving sector is largely similar to that for
spinning. Again, in contrast to th-sc current in thte cotton; textile industries
in developing countries, plans for future investment in traditional producing
countries are devoted almost entirely to modernization, replacement and reduction
of machinery capacity. Both dcveloned and less-dcvoiIopcd countries have plans
to increase productivity by amounts varying btetztwuccn 1 per cent and .0 per cent for
1967 and between 2 per cent and 45 Por cent for 1970; somc countries however,
including Nige-ria and South Africa, do not havo any firm cxpcctation that -the-ir
loom productivity will rise substarnitally eDven by 1970. Nonetheless tihcse
countries have -'lready attained a high level of loom productivity. Again the
steady development of shift working is envisaged throughout the world with the
reservations already expressed for spinning forecasts concerning labour and
modern working hours. It is very noticeable how many developing cotton industries
manage to work their weaving sector at, near, or above the three shift optimum,
largely due to local abundance of labour and the lack of work and time restric-
tions of all kinds. Colombia, Nigeria, Pakistan, the Philippines, South Africa,
Turkey and th- Sudan are typical emmples. All countries seem reasonably
assured of the lik-lihood of an in re&Jng market, although indications in highly
developed areas are that market growth will be less dynamic thn.ri itherto and
certainly less than that envisaged in the less-devel6ped areas. The increases
forecast range from less than 1 per cent by 1967 and 6 per cent by 1970 to the
enormous growth rates of 100 per cent by the former year and 350 per cent by the
latter.

General trcr.d

20. This survey gisc-s an impression of the cotton textile indus'vry in traditional
contres, apart from the United States, as being still somewhat remote from the
level of productivity attained by the United States' cotton text'.leS industry. J't
the same time it suggests great effort in these areas by the industry to adapt it-
self to the different te-chznological and trading conditions existing today and
likely to exist in thei future. On -the other hand the new cotton textile in-
dustries in developing countries arc shown as rapidly expanding and sometimes
-rell-equipped and wcll-utilized. However, many of these countries too are
suffering from a low levEl of productivity perhaps due to under-utilization of avai-
lable resource-s. Furthrrmorc, some, expansion plans seem to be based upon those
low productivit-7 levels as well as high estimates of th- likely available markets.
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21. The high machine productivity of the United Statec c'ton industry and thle
progress made to reach -this goal, particularly in Wcstorn Europc, cvur the! last
ten years, partly due to introduction cf modern macchinery, indica- t.hat thr
industry is increasingly becoming capital rather t.han lnbour intensi1. The
attainment of high productivity and utilization ratcs is wh-t is sought a-nd tn.
survey indicates the efforts rnmde by national. cotton induotri`s tto attan t.
The available data suggests ! if conditions allow% thtu world cottonI I
industry to reach by 1970 thec efficiency leveAl alt present actatincd by, thu Uni ad
States, the output of ya-rn w%,ouldi rise by about 45 pe-r crnt ovecr existing produ-tior.
levels and the output of cloth would rise by over 75 per cent.1 Thsincrca;cs
could be achieved without any additions to machine ry apart from tho-u now planne--d
Eu'id take account of n-ith-e-r the .additional output of tnozcs nations -b'-l to exc.d
the existing Amnrican leXvel of productivity nor thle- probably lmprovments in
rmachinery by 1970.

No attemptshas been made to relate thei two projections which clearly arte
mutually inconsistent as tl-hcy stand.

Is "I EN, SM


